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This study aimed to analyze the social changes in rural areas as 
a consequence of the shift of peasants to non-agrarian activi-
ties. Social change in the context of this paper is associated with 
livelihood diversification and its implications for rural restratifica-
tion and its characteristic today.The research is conducted using 
qualitative method through community case study approach. 
Data collection is obtained through direct observation, face-to-
face interviews and personal history. Respective perspective 
from three generations is used to track community history and 
changes that occur in the context of the village, community, and 
agricultural activities. The result shows that economic diversifica-
tion has created a new rurality. New rurality or present-day rural 
characteristic are indicated by increasing prosperity, and agricul-
ture that is no longer the dominant source of income. Livelihood 
diversification provides opportunities for vertical social mobility 
for the rural poors which are the offsprings of farm laborers and 
tenants who choose to become migrant workers in Korea. There 
has been a restratification characterized by the emergence of 
migrant groups as a new social class that shifts the upper class 
position previously occupied by landlords and their descendants. 
They are a new upper class in social stratification in the rural that 
manages to show their prosperity through the accumulation of 
capital from remittances they brought back to the village.
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1. Introduction 

Individualization of the economy and an 

increasing tendency to earn non-agricultural 

income has created a new face of the village 

and its agricultural activities. Rural is no longer 

associated with agriculture (Rigg, 2001; 

Bryceson, 2002; Chase, 2010; Galani-Moutafi, 

2013). Villagers are increasingly disconnected 

from agriculture (Rigg, 2001; Rigg, 2006; 

Bryceson, 2000; Neal, 2013; Quintanal and 

Finte, 2013). Land is not exclusively used only 

for agriculture. Not having rice fields or farms is 

no longer associated with poverty. Prosperous 

or not a person is, more determined by their 

access to non-agrarian resources and 

consumed goods. Rice fields are no longer 

considered as strategic resources. New wealthy 

groups or classes can emerge from those who 

have no land. The existence of agricultural land 

does not absolutely define class stratification. 

Stratification of classes is not solely determined 

by land ownership, but is also determined by 

non-farm income sources. Land is not a marker 

of prosperity (a demarcator of wealth). 

Diversification of livelihoods away from 

agriculture occurs extensively in rural areas. 

People in the rural who depend on agriculture 

for their livelihoods are dwindling. The declining 

land resources, stagnant agricultural production 

prices and the increasing needs of farm 

households are some of the reasons 

thatledpeasants no longer rely solely on 

agriculture to meet their needs. Peasants 

require non-farm activities to stabilize and 

maintain the sustainability of their livelihoods 

(Rigg, 2001; Steward, 2007). Peasants are 

even will be completely disappeared from the 

rural sector if there is absolutely no alternative 

source of income outside agriculture (Chase, 

2010). Only those who have adequate 

agricultural land, external resources and 

abundant labors can earn greater revenues 

from non-farm income. Peasants with limited 

land must have jobs outside the non-

agricultural sector to survive. 

Diversification opens opportunities for vertical 

social mobility for the rural poors. The poors 

who have no land norpower capital can earn 

income outside the agriculture while the 

possibility to obtain jobs through education and 

skills becomes more opened. Non-agricultural 

activities are increasingly seen as a way out to 

prosperity in the rural. Bryceson's research in 

South Africa (2002), shows that those who 

have only limited (narrow) land with poor quality 

(unproductive) finally choose to do trading as a 

source of livelihood. Despite opening up 

opportunities for social mobility, diversification 

can also further strengthen social stratification. 

This is related to the greater income earned by 

the elite group due to the transfer of agricultural 

capital to more favorable nonfarm activities. 

Non-agricultural activities provide a path to 

prosperity. 

Diversification becomes a part of territorial 

change in the rural area that turns the village 

into its new face. Most villagers have revenues 

which are not related to agriculture. This 

situation then encourages the stagnation of 

sources of income from agriculture. Agriculture 

has grown as a tertiary sector and is no longer 

a primary sector or what Bryceson (1996) 

called with the term deagrarianization. 

Deagrarianization does not indicate that 

agriculture disappears. Deagrarianization 

emphasizes the growing importance of various 

sources of income outside agriculture (Yaro, 

2006; Terano and Fujimoto, 2009; Connor and 

Mtwana, 2017; Pritchard et al 2017; Hebinck, 

2018; Shackelton, 2018;). Agrarian life is 

declined as impact from its farming 

communities that no longer fully make 

agriculture as the livelihood base. 

Research on livelihood diversification and  the 

decline of rural agriculture activities has been 

widely conducted (Bryceson, 2002; Meert et al., 

2005, Steward, 2007; Ducrotoy et al., 2017; 

Khan, et al., 2017; Ebenezer, M and 

Abbyssinia, M, 2018 ). In this case, most 

studies focusing on the effect of non-farm 

income as a strategy to reduce the risk of 
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peasants' limited income from their agricultural

activities. No studies have specifically focused

on the influence of livelihood diversification on

social stratification changes in rural areas. This

paper will discuss deepeer about the social

changes that occur in rural areas as a

consequence of the shift of peasants to non-

agrarian activities. How does livelihood

diversification affect the present-day rural

characteristic? How does diversification create

restratification in the rural? And how is the

prosperity represented by each class in the

rural hierarchy?

2. Livelihood Diversification and New

Rurality: Conceptual Framework

Diversification is part of a change in rural areas

(Chase, 2010). New livelihoods are needed to

provide income that allows villagers to live with

adequate standards. Diversification can occur

in agriculture or also involves mobility of family

members to other places to do non-agricultural

work. Off-farm work is no longer a seasonal

alternative to unemployed farming but has been

conducted as a regular and repetitive activity as

part of multi-livelihood households. In this case,

it is need to distinguish family into two

term:agricultural family i.e those which entire

family members is taking agriculture as primary

activity, the second is pluriactive household

where there is more or less one family member

practicing non-agricultural activities.

Villagers in rural areas are increasingly seeking

out-of-farm activities for the purpose of survival

or to become more prosperous. Referring to

Bowler (1992) in Meert et al. (2005), agricultural

diversification will lead to three major

developmental paths: 1) full-time agricultural

management for profit (industrial agriculture

and animal-farming); 2) income diversification

by restructuring various assets owned by

peasants for non-agricultural activities

(structural diversification and income

diversification); and 3) marginalization of

agriculture (reducing agricultural and part-time

agricultural activities). Diversification can also

grow in two directions: peasants adapt to

changes in production technology and 

concentrate on agricultural business or they will 

try to find new sources of income derived from 

agriculture or new income apart from 

agriculture. 

Peasants livelihood diversification has actually 

been practiced for centuries. Nevertheless, the 

diversification of peasants now has different 

characteristics. In the past, non-farm activities 

remained less important than the agricultural 

activity. Diversification does not undermine 

farming activities. Meanwhile, at present, 

diversification by peasants tends to subordinate 

production and income derived from agriculture 

(Chase, 2010; Galani-Moutafi, 2013). 

Diversification in rural peasants is driven by 

poverty as a chronic problem experienced by 

peasants (Meert et al, 2005, Steward 2007) 

where revenues from agriculture is no longer 

sufficient. There are two main reasons for the 

poverty of peasants: agricultural enterprises 

that are too small or agricultural business 

structures that cannot be adapted to modern 

standards and techniques, and agricultural 

difficulties due to weak financial management 

or debt accumulation. In the context of 

agricultural enterprises that are too small, 

agriculture is forced only to become a survival 

strategy as itssmall income. Diversification is a 

strategy to minimize risk, to avoid production 

failure and ensure the fulfillment of various 

peasants’s household needs (Bryceson, 1996; 

Bryceson, 2002; Steward, 20017; Khan, 2017). 

Diversification improves peasant's livelihood 

security. Through diversification, peasants can 

anticipate the occurrence of various risks and 

uncertainties. 

Growing or not the diversification strategy is 

strongly influenced by the composition of the 

household, age, education level of the peasants 

and his family, leadership, livestock ownership, 

farmland area, gender, annual cash income 

and distance to market (Bryceson 1996; Khan 

2017). In this case, capital and social networks, 

openness of peasants and the search for 

information and sources of knowledge and 
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professional behavior are also key factors in the

development of various livelihoods of peasants

(pluriactivity). Meanwhile, according to Khatun

and Roy (2012), the inhibiting factors to

diversify are: lack of assets, lack of credit

facilities, lack of awareness and training

facilities, reluctant to take risk, lack of

infrastructure in rural areas and lack of

opportunities in non-agricultural sectors.

In contrast to Khatun and Roy (2012),

according to Rahut and Scharf (2012), the lack

of assets (land ownership) does not become an

obstacle in obtaining non-farm profits. The

more determinants factors of diversification are

education and the local context. Education is

the key to achieving promising non-farm work

(renumerative). However, investment for

education often has to sacrifice other assets. In

this case, to get out of rural poverty, farming

households should invest in education.

Peasants should be able to ensure that they

can find non-agricultural employment with

sufficient income to invest in education

effectively.

Diversification causes many rural communities

to be part of multi-spatial households and

engage in various livelihoods. They no longer

become producers as they werepeasantsbut

they also become wage workers with their

involvement in various non-agricultural activities

(Quintanal, 2013). Peasants become a

declining class both physically and

symbolically. Physically here means the

reduction on income from agriculture,

meanwhile symbolically means there is the fact

that peasants are no longer become the main

figure in the rural.These surviving peasants are

called by Chase (2010) with the term vestige

peasants.

Rurality comes from rural concept which is

ideologically debatable (Cruickshank, 2009;

Bell, et al, 2010; Bell & Osti; 2010, Corbett,

2014). On the one hand, rural is considered

vulnerable and must be protected from various

changes. This is related to rural characteristics

that are considered exotic but vulnerable.

Meanwhile on the other hand, the rural is also 

considered always moving and changing. 

Ruralities relate to specific characteristics of 

rural areas: focusing on small, passive, 

underdeveloped, relatively poor, homogeneous, 

and low-mobility farming activities. 

New rurality is a concept to explain changes in 

the rural (Hect, 2010; Kaitlin and Mary, 2010; 

Measham 2012, Burkham, 2012). New rurality 

is defined as a process of intensive spatial and 

economic transformation that blurs boundaries 

between rural and urban areas. This new 

rurality is characterized by changes in the 

material landscape and shifts in social and 

economic status. This new rurality is expressed 

through income and investment. New ruralities 

in the rural are closely linked to the process of 

industrialization, urbanization, and 

globalization. This change can be observed 

from the shifting of primary economic activity 

that is agriculture to non-agricultural activities. 

Payrolled jobs, remittances, and commercial 

economic activities supersede household 

income from agriculture. New rurality is 

illustrated by the diminishing of rural 

dependence with agriculture. 

The rural has turned into a heterogeneous 

area. These changes occur in various aspects, 

ranging from: spatial, land use, demography, 

social and economic. Rural areas can not be 

identified solely with poverty, nor can a village 

be identified solely with prosperity. In the rural 

there is poverty, and so is prosperity. As Barkin 

(2006) adds, there are three main features of 

the new rurality: autonomy, self-sufficiency, and 

diversification of production. 

Social, cultural and political change has 

reshaped and redefined contemporary rural 

forms (Neal, 2013). This characteristic is 

related to changes in the shape of agricultural 

production and the increasing dislocation of 

rural populations from agriculture. The 

complexity of the rural space presents some of 

the characteristics of the village, namely: 

'industrialized rural space' with characterized of 

agribusiness growth, and large-scale 
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agricultural dominance and the use of

biotechnology to increase agricultural

productivity; 'Commodified rural space' where

village changes into a place to fill in leisure

time; 'effaced rural space' where the relation of

dependency between the village community

and the land, nature, locality and the

environment is vanished, as well as a

dissapearing of radical rural space

characternamely ecocentrism, ecological

beliefs, and its anti-capitalist culture movement

(Neal, 2013; Chavez et al, 2017).

Rural has lost its main identity which is often

confronted dichotomically to urban areas

(Chase, 2010). There has been a new rurality in

which conventional characteristics are not

sufficient enough to describe the village

situation. Rural can no longer be attached to

various conventional characters such as: poor,

traditional, agrarian, bound to nature, and

without change (changelessness). Rural areas

are also not synonymous with traditional

lifestyles, cultural homogeneity, lack of

industrial zones, limited infrastructure, limited

economic activities, and weak globalization

influences. Rural areas are not residual areas

of urban areas.

Currently, rural areas representing as open

territorial unit (Bogdanov, 2008; Burkham,

2012). New rurality is seen from rural areas

which are no longer dominated by agriculture.

Agriculture is not extinct but is increasingly

diverse with the emergence of various forms of

wage labor (Quintanal, 2013). Non-farm

activities open opportunities to improve living

standards. Agriculture is no longer become the

underlying foundation of a rural economy

(Bryceson, 2000). The decline of the dominant

role of agriculture in the rural economic

structure has led to changes in social structure.

The hierarchy of prosperity in the rural has also

changed. To improve living standards,

communities have an increasingly diverse

source of income. Substantive increase in

revenue. There are several sources of income

such as rent, farming, and non-agricultural 

business. 

In relation with the changes that occur in the 

rural, Halamska (2011) led to the concept of 

restratification. Restratification has occurred 

since the rural population has begun not to 

depend on agriculture. This is due to the 

increasingly widespread industry and 

urbanization, the rural development that gave 

rise to various employment opportunities (multi-

occupation), as well as the diminishing group of 

peasants in the rural. Restratification occurs 

because of changes in the structure of work, 

the structure of education and the structure of 

income. The categories of work relating to 

agriculture are diminishing as the category of 

non-agricultural employment is increasingly 

diverse. 

In the context of the changes that occur, the 

rural is no longer a place where most of the 

peasants live. The manual labor category in the 

rural is no longer dominant. This social 

structure manifested in the new occupational 

social category. This leads to changes in the 

value system in rural communities. The blue 

collar and white collar categories began to 

appear. The existence of white-collar and blue-

collar classes (working class in the service 

sector) is also increasing. These are the so-

called middle classes that represent the new 

middle class. The rural prosperity hierarchy is 

undergoing changes along with the increase of 

the living standard of this group. They have the 

most diverse sources of income compared to 

other households. 

The social structure in the rural changed and 

restratified. There is a transitional group whose 

position in the structure is not very clear or 

ambivalent. The unemployed is a group that 

increasing in number and the ones that later 

enter the 'gray zone'. Quasi-peasantis another 

emerging category. Their income mostly not 

from agriculture and no longer dependent on 

agriculture The next category are migrants who 

leave the village for long periods as well as 
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those who become seasonal migrants. They

appear in large numbers.

The concept of restratification from Halamska

(2011) underscores the changing social

structure of rural community from the

beginning: upper, middle and lower classes

turned into upper classes, new-emerging

middle classes, transitional and lower classes.

The new emerging middle classes and

transitional groups are the two categories that

make up the new order in social stratification in

the rural. This inter-class mobility is determined

by occupational groups, educational levels and

income levels.

3. Method

Data for this paper were obtained using a

community case study approach. This

approach chosen for obtaining detailed and rich

data (Berg, 2001; Creswell, 2003, and Yin,

2003). The community in this research is the

Dukuh Jongso (Jongso Hamlet) peasants

community, one of the communities that have

the uniqueness as a modern peasant

community but also still maintain the traditional

order. This community represents the full

character of a rapidly growing community of

peasant with a variety of non-agricultural

livelihood sources and increased prosperity due

to remittances sent from Korea. However, the

other character of this peasant community is

they remain attached to the traditional order

through the social stratification inherited by the

landlord class in the past to the descendants to

this day.

The data collection for this paper is obtained

through direct observation, face-to-face

interviews and personal histories. The

perspectives of three different generations

(grandparents- as first generation;

father/mother- as second generation; and

children as thirdgeneration) used to obtain a

community history and description of rural

change over the last twenty years, particularly

regarding to the shifting of agricultural activity to

non-agricultural and hierarchical or social

stratification change that occurs along with it. 

Archival records in the form of maps and lists of 

taxpayers are also used in this study to obtain 

detailed descriptions of the village landscape as 

well as the mapping of the stratificationupon 

land ownership. 

4. Result and Discussion 

4.1. Community Setting: 'Migrant Hamlet' 

and the Irony of Prosperity in Rice Barn 

Jongso community is one of the rice farming 

communities in Wotan Village, Sukolilo District, 

Pati Regency, Central Java, Indonesia. Wotan 

Village is the largest food supplier in Pati 

Regency and also the village that has the 

largest rice field in Indonesia for the size of the 

village (1723 hectares). Wotan village is also 

known as a wealthy (sugih) village with a more 

advanced development than the surrounding 

villages. The mention of 'rich' is illustrated by 

the characteristics of village roads and hamlets 

that are all constructed by a two block cast. 

Unlike the surrounding villages whose village 

roads are still left in the form of dirt roads that 

have not been hardened with stone nor on the 

asphalt. It has flat landscapes with vast 

expanses of rice fields dominate the region. 

Paddy rice is a major agricultural commodity 

with an average production of 3.5 tons per 

hectare and a total production amount of 5400 

tons of the entire land that can be harvested. 

Jongso's hamlet located at the very end (north 

side) of Wotan Village. This hamlet is known as 

the richest in Sukolilo district because this is 

where the landlord and his family (pioneers)  

that owns large lands settled. The tenants of 

these landlords even have a land area up to 25 

hectares per person. These pioneers are the 

migrants from Undaan District, Kudus. Until 

now, the history of this vast land ownership can 

still be found. The structure of land ownership 

at the village level shows that there are 1% 

(101 people) people owning land above 1 

hectares (ha) as can be seen in Figure 1. Out 

of this amount, about 50% (68 owners of large 

land) are in Wotan Hamlet and Jongso Hamlet. 
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Figure.1. Structure of land ownership in Wotan Village 

Source: adapted from DKHP PBB Wotan Village, Sukolilo, Pati, 2018 

 

The pioneers who came from Kudus found that 

Jongso area was a swamp filled with bushes 

and grasses. This material then tied up and 

thrown away then the soil begins to be dried to 

become a paddy field. The main road that 

divides the current area of hamlet was formerly 

a large river that can only be traversed by boat. 

This great river was the only transportation 

route to Kudus. Residents used this river for in 

and out of hamlet, either to access food or buy 

other necessities. 

Jongso was once known as an isolated hamlet. 

This hamlet is separated from Wotan Village 

along 8 kilometers. This hamlet populated as 

472 families (1320 in total population) is 

separated from wide rice field area. The access 

of transportation is a damaged road and the 

distance to the central government of Pati 

Regency as far as 50 kilometers, causing 

residents in this hamlet prefer take easier 

access to facilities in Kudus which is directly 

adjacent to Pati area. 

Present days Jongso is different from Jongso in 

the past. Jongso is now better known as the 

'kampung TKI’ means ‘migrant hamlet'. The first 

generation of Jongso Hamlet migrants began in 

the 90’s for work overseas. South Korea is a 

favorable country as the main destination for 

their departure in addition to Japan and Taiwan. 

The people in Jongso are even more facilitated 

because there is a Korean language school 

built in this village, so it does not have to go far 

out of the village to prepare their departure. If 

they have passed the Korean language, it is 

certain they will soon be dispatched. Currently 

there are 76 young people who are still living in 

South Korea with a five year contract system 

and about 40 people who have completed the 

contract and settled back in this village. 

Icon of the success of the ex-migrant workers 

seen from the grand houses that are easily 

found when entering the area of village. 

Modern-style houses are lined up on the left 

and right of the main road, alternating with 

houses that still retain the architecture of the 

limasan (traditional Javanese house). Javanese 
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houses with limasan (truncated pyramid shape)

roofs are the home markers of high-class

families while modern-style or multilevel houses

are houses built by former migrant workers who

are successful overseas. The paved roads and

great grand mosque in the middle of the hamlet

also increasingly assert that Jongso has been

so advanced in development. Rented-houses,

restaurant, Korean language training center,

and modern chicken farm complex with a

closehouse system are some other icons that

show Jongso's dynamics.

The struggle of prosperity and progress of

Jongso that comes along with the return of the

overseas migrants from Korea, is not seen in its

agricultural activities. Agriculture in Jongso is

an aging farming. The generation that directly

managing agriculture are those aged 40 or

over. Agricultural traditions have changed

where agricultural work is runby a paid system,

no longer with the system of collective work

(lebotan). Number of farming manpoweris

scarce, even if the total amount of agricultural

labor is used it is still not able to meet the

needs of all existing agricultural areas. Farming

manpower must be brought from outside the

village even outside the district, such as:

Demak. Since 2015, the harvest system has

been using a modern harvesting machine

(combine harvester). Certainly the presence of

this modern harvesting machine causes the

collectors of the remnants of rice harvest (wong

ngasak) and harvest workers (wong ngedos)

gradually dissapeared. ‘Ngedos’ means “daily-

paid worker in the harvest time Harvesting

automation is considered as the best choice

and the changing age become a reason that is

justifying the dissapearance of the pengasak

and pengedos because the peasants must

adapt with the changes.

Agricultural situation is felt less encouraging for

peasants due to the risks of crop failure. The

first risk is a pest attack (rats and aphis).

Jongso is an endemic area of rats because it

borders directly on the sugar cane fields to the

north (Kudus). The population is very high,

because the rats migrate southward. When rats 

or aphis attack, it is certain that the harvest will 

decrease or even totally fail (zero). 

The second risk is the flood that usually occurs 

in the rainy season. When the paddy is flooded, 

the plants will be black and powdered when it is 

milled. Peasants find it difficult to find buyers 

who want to buy this quality of rice. Rice like 

this can not besold, it can only be proposed to a 

maker of flour or sticky rice. As a result 

peasants' income decreased or suffered losses. 

The third risk is the increasingly expensive labor 

of agriculture. The cost of agricultural labor 

(planting labor) has increased along with the 

increase of rice selling price. In one harvest 

season, the price of labor increases Rp. 30,000 

per 1/7 hectare. The increase of the price of 

agricultural labor is also followed by the cost of 

using combine harvester. Various cases of crop 

failures caused peasants tolose their money. In 

these circumstances, they are usually indebted 

to both individuals and banks. When the harvest 

fails, peasants have difficulty covering input 

costs and farm labor that has been spent. 

Uncertainty of crop yields due to crop failure is 

also increasingly becomes a dilemma for 

peasants because as they enjoy increased crop 

yields, there is a sudden rice import policy from 

the government. This condition for peasants is 

considered harmful because the purchase price 

that has been agreed from buyer usually will 

drop. Even the worst conditions, no one came 

to buy rice in their fields. In the end the peasant 

then chooses to harvest and sell the rice directly 

to the reseller.  

Agriculture is in fact considered incapable to 

spur the economy. Agriculture actually brings a 

lot of losses. New farm yields can be obtained 

after harvest (4 months) with uncertainty 

whether the harvest succeeds or fails. 

Meanwhile,peasants have been paying costs at 

the beginning of the planting period. This 

condition has led to low optimism among 

peasants.  
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Pessimistic attitude as a peasant is very

different from the former migrant workers. The

difference of fate between peasants and the

migrants seems to be one of the reasons that

agriculture is considered not an ideal choice to

achieve prosperity. The vast expanse of paddy

fields can not be expected to guarantee

prosperity. Getting out of the village becomes

an option to achieve prosperity as measured by

the success of changing appearances or

bringing home a good car.

"I was able to leave for Korea in

1998. I am the person from

Jongso who can first went to

Korea. People used to be afraid to

go abroad. People here who want

to leave the village are usually

successful. They can have PT

(enterprise), have CV (firm),

appearance change. Already

become “orang” (somebody).

Many become contractors. If does

not dare to come out, there is no 

change. When they come home, 

they bring a nice car. If they go 

home for Lebaran (Iedul Fitri feast) 

they take pajero (Mitsubishi’s 

SUV), here's the inferior feeling 

rises.”(NF, 44 y.o).  

Economic needs overcame the fear of Jongso 

citizens to get out of the village and become 

migrant workers abroad. Surviving in the village 

is considered not to bring much change. The 

established life is sought from overseas. 

4.2. Economic Diversification and a 

Changing Standard of Prosperity 

Diversification becomes a part of territorial 

change in the rural that turns the village into its 

new face (Bryceson, 1998; Chase, 2010). The 

earliest form of economic diversification in 

Jongso was by raising buffalo. Meanwhile, the 

most developed and popular diversification 

today is with the industry-scale chicken farming 

business as can be observed in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.2. Economics Diversification in Jongso Hamlet (processed from primary data, 2018) 

 

Early history of economic diversification by 

Jongso peasants is to raise buffalo (maheso). 

The widespread swamps that were still 

commonly found in Jongso allowed the 

availability of grazing areas for these animals. 

Besides being used to plow the fields, in 

ancient times buffaloes are also kept to meet 

the needs associated with the custom of the 

‘mantu’ (marry their descendants). The term 

'maheso' is also actually an acronym of 'emase 

wong ndeso' (gold of the villagers). Buffalo are 

also usually will be sold to then buy rice fields. 

Therefore, if more and more have a buffalo, can 

buy more rice fields. As Chase (2010) explains, 

the pattern of economic diversification that 

occurred in Jongso at this early stage still put 

agriculture as the main activity. Maintaining 

buffalo becomes a side job that does not 

undermine the activity of the farm itself. 

 
 

Farming; 
 

Raising bufallo 

Going abroad (local) –
factory labor, 

construction labor 

 
Going overseas 
(international) –

migrant worker to 
Korea.  

 
Raising goats, catfish 

farming, duck farming; 
chicken butchery; tent 

and soundsytem rental; 

system; boarding 
houses owner; 

restaurant;money 

lender. 
 
 

 
Industry scale chicken 

farming: become 

investor (stall owner), 
become daily worker 

in stall 
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Maintaining buffalo is conducted because

income from agriculture alone can not suffice.

 

Later economic diversification which is taken by 

Jongso community is migrating or wander to 

other region. Early generations in Jongso 

migrated between regions, including: Kudus, 

Bekasi, and Jakarta. They usually work as 

factory labors or construction labors. This 

migration or wander activity is usually done by 

people aged between 20-40 years. In addition 

to local migration, Jongso is also well known for 

sending migrant workers abroad. Large 

revenues are a major attraction that keeps this 

activity from the 90s to the present (2018). 

Even becoming a migrant worker as has 

become an ideal for most young people 

Jongso, as told Nf (44 years) following: 

"People here think instantly, after 

there is a Korean language 

school facility here. The most 

important is to graduate from 

junior high school, then leave for 

Korea. If you do not have a 

diploma, buy it. There used to be 

a “joki” or illegal helper in a 

language test. If he passed, he 

can depart abroad. Also there are 

others who use someone’s name 

that already departed to make 

him be able to leave. There is a 

maximum departure for 2 times 

only. If during five years he is not 

moving to another company, his 

contract can be renewed." 

Departing to Korea becomes a job trend that is 

considered to bring prosperity faster. Language 

skills become one of the prerequisites that must 

be met for those who want to leave. This 

language expertise is obtained from Korean 

language schools that have also been built in 

Jongso. Opportunities to repeat when failing the 

test provide greater opportunities for young 

people who already intend to go to become a 

migrant worker to Korea. In addition to the 

existing Korean language school facilities, the 

experience of former migrant workers who 

returning home with success, is also a major 

attraction. Earnings gained as migrant workers 

in Korea can reach 30 million per month. After 

return, these successful former migrant workers 

can build homes, buy rice fields, buy luxury 

vehicles, and open businesses. 

The departure of Jongso citizens to Korea 

became the starting point of change 

experienced by people in this region. New job 

opportunities outside agriculture are beginning 

to open. New businesses such as money 

lending services, chicken butchery, duck 

farming, catfish farming, tents and 

soundsystems rental, boarding houses and 

restaurants can be found around the village. 

One growing business is chicken farming 

industry with a turnover of billions of rupiahs. 

The farm, which has been built since 2015, 

originally was a government empowerment 

program (BNP2TKI) aimed at 'retired TKI' 

(former migrant workers) in order not to return 

to be migrant workers. Peasants who are 

interested to participate must have a capital of 

40% -60% or around 500-700 million rupiah. 

The operational value for making a cage per 

population of chicken is 50 thousand rupiah. 

For a cage with a capacity of 30,000 chicken, it 

takes about 1.5 billion rupiah. Owner earnings 

can reach 50 million in one time harvest 

season. 

This chicken farm is in the end open a new job. 

Through an internal recruitment system with 

kinship networks, some of the originally 

peasants eventually turning labor on farms 

devoting their time to almost 24 hours to 

oversee the growing of chickens to be 

harvested every 34 days. With an income of 

between 4-5 million and even 8 million every 

harvest season, many are interested in 

engaging in work on the farm. This revenue is 

much biggerthan what can be expected from 

farming activities that can only be obtained 

when the harvest does not fail. The existence of 

chicken farming is also considered able to 
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reduce the number of migrants outside the

village.

As raised by Meert et al (2005) and Bryceson

(1996), the diversification that occurred in

Jongso was in fact done because of a lack of

income generated from agriculture and became

an effort to minimize risks. The village is able to

provide rice and vegetables such as: kangkong,

spinach, cassava leaves, which do not have to

be bought as if living in the city. Nevertheless,

villages are unable to provide jobs that ensure

income can always be earned. Such agriculture

is merely a remaining image of  lives in the

village. If the harvest is successful then the

grain will be sold or stored at home to anticipate

if they should donate (buoh) to the neighbors

who hold a celebration. The “buoh” season

usually falls in the month after Suro (November-

February) and before the fasting month (March-

April). It is the tradition that ensures that the

rice barns will still be filled from the harvest in

the fields.

The benchmark of prosperity has changed. The

needs of rural communities today are not just

eating and donating. In one season (buoh), rice

that must be donated by peasants can reach

150-250 kg. This condition will give pressure

topeasants if they do not have grain stock.

The term 'tani mboten masuk' (farming is not

sufficient), is a picture that agriculture can not

meet all the needs of peasants. In addition to

building or renovating the house, the need also

increases for the cost of school/college.

Farming enough to meet the needs of eating

and donating (buoh) but not enough to meet the

needs of children’s education.

4.3. "Life (is not) Difficult (any longer)":

Rurality and New Rural Faces

As Bogdanov (2008) and Chase (2010) have

noted, the rural has undergone many changes

so that the conventional characteristics

commonly attached to a rural area can no

longer describe the present rural situation. The

rural is so dynamic with its new character: No

longer identical with poverty, more opened, not

totally dependent on nature, and agriculture is

no longer dominant. Jongso's new face can be 

observed in Table 2. 

Just like Wotan as known as a rich village, 

Jongso is also known as a prosperous hamlet. 

Rural is no longer identified with poverty. 

Prosperity is illustrated by the differences of 

Jongso in the past and in the present. In the 

past peasants had to eat ‘aking’ rice/’karak’ 

(after-cooked rice that washed, dried and then 

being cooked again). Rice is only consumed by 

those who belong to the upper middle class. 

This situation is different from now. Rice has 

become a food that can be consumed by all 

class, not only limited to rich class. Now even 

people have measured the satisfaction with the 

type of side dish. Side dish of chicken has been 

considered not in accordance with the tastes of 

the Jongso. This is similar to the Rp. 10,000 

which is considered to have decreased in 

value. 

Jongso today is not like Jongso in the past 

which was identical with isolated territory 

wherelimited infrastructure for in and out 

caused the Jongso community to be delayed to 

access health facilities. Often there were 

people who died on the trip for being late for 

help. Currently the infrastructure in Jongso is 

highly developed. The road is already hardened 

with asphalt so it is very easy to travel by 

vehicle either car or motorcycle owned by 

almost all its residents. Jongso also no longer 

holds the tradition of by slaughtering a buffalo 

on the day of one’sfuneral and its subsequent 

commemoration. Buffalo slaughter is no longer 

mandatory. Further development is a society 

that is no longer socially classified as the upper 

and lower classes. If in the past, Jongso was so 

concentrated with the relationship between the 

landowners and the its tenants, now the 

relationship is more opened. The openness of 

this relationship is supported also by Jongso 

who began to be crowded with entrants since 

the opening of Korean language school. Young 

people from several areas in Central Java 

came to Jongso to attend Korean language 

training at Sonagi Korean Language Center 
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which has been opened since 2007. The

existence of Korean language schools and

these young people enliven the village. Their

presence is enlivening the village with the 

emergence of new businesses, such as 

boarding houses and restaurants. 

 

Table.1. Conventional Characteristics and New Characteristics of  Peasants 

Community in Jongso Hamlet 

Conventional 
characteristic 

(Chase, 2010) 

Example exist in Jongso New characteristic 
(Bodganov, 2008) 

Example exist in Jongso 

Poor ”Eating rice is for rich people, we eat aking 
rice. We ate alltogether in one tray, cross-

legged sitting on the soil floor of our home” 
(Pd, peasant, stall-labor, 43 y.o) 

Prosperous/ 

rich 

“In here, ten thousand rupiahs is has no value. 
Jongso’s residents no longer take chicken meat 

as expensive because in daily life they always 
eat chicken meat” (Ks, peasant, 52 y.o) 

Lack of Infrastructure Jongso is the most isolated hamlet. The 
transportation can only accessed by boat 
through the only river crossed the hamlet. 

The ground road is severely damaged.  

Developed 
infrastructure 

Village road has been hardened with asphalt, 
transportation is very accessible by cars or 
motorcycle. 

Traditional lifestyle Tradition for the dead commemorated by 
slaughtering buffalo, distributing cash and 
cigaretes on the day ones passed away, 
days seventh, days fourty, and so on.  

More practical and 
modern lifestyle 

The slaughtering of buffaloes in the funeral and 
its series is not an obligation.  

Close relationship Interaction centralized on the relation 
between upper class (landowners) and 
lower class (tenant/labor) with the rigid 

relation. The upper class is very dominant 
in the decicion making.  

Opened relationship Interaction more flexible, the distance between 
upper and lower class start dissapeared. The 
hamlet is busier with the development of 

Korean language school. The comers residents 
come and many business rise i.e g boarding 
houses and restaurants. 

Attach/depend on 
nature (limited 

economic activities) 

“Every moment we do not have money, we 
sell our paddyfield 15 m2” (Ks, peasant, 52 

y.o) 

“The time we can’t eat, we sell the 
paddyfield, exchanged for foods. My 
grandpa’s bed and cabinet was sold to 

allow us to eat, exchanged it with aking 
rice, karak” (Pd, peasant, stall labor, 43 
y.o) 

Less-depended to 
nature (various 

economic activitites) 

“They tend to work for business or renting the 
land for other tenants, they also has other 

enterprises (tent rentals, fishing ponds, and 
money lending” (Md, agricultural adviser, 46 
y.o) 

Agrarian(Agriculture 
dominant) 

“Farming and pastor buffaloes” (Padi, 
peasant, stall labor, 43 tahun) 

Decline of agriculture “In Korea there are a lot of money. Just one 
chance to work in Korea, you can build a house 

and buy a car” (KS, peasant, 52 y.o) 

Source: primary data, 2018 

 

New rurality in Jongso also indicates 

diminished agricultural dominance. Economic 

activity is increasingly diverse because of the 

various opportunities of non-agricultural work 

done by the community. This diversity of 

economic activities makes peasants do not 

have to make their fields or farms as a 

guarantee to meet all the needs. If in the past 

they had to swap or sell rice fields to get rice, 

now they could rely on other income from 

outside the agricultural sector. They can go to 

wander to earn more income or open new 

businesses that are considered more profitable. 

If only to meet the need to eat, so now some 

choose agriculture as side-job or even leave it 

completely.  

The farm is not self-managed by the owner. 

This tendency occurs among young people who 

usually pay some people to work on farmland 

with maro system. In addition to hiring and 

paying people, side job is also interpreted as an 

attitude not to expect a lot from the agriculture. 

Agriculture is like an 'important thing' merely for 

“owning”, as recreation when main work outside 

the farm has been completed. 

New rurality or characteristic change of Jongso 

closely related to the presence of former 

migrant workers. They are what seems to be 
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the 'icons' that led to the major changes that

occurred in Jongso. Through this generation, it

began to emerge new habit to pawn or sell rice

fields for the cost of becoming a migrant

worker. It was through them that these

previously pawned and sold eventually could be

bought back from their savings while working

abroad. If in the past only people who have

many buffaloes who can buy a lot of rice fields,

now that does not go to Korea who cannot buy

rice fields. The price of rice fields or land then

soared along with their return to the village.

This condition makes the landowners unable to

compete to participate in buying land. They can

not accumulate more wealth by buying land.

"It is famous here that the price

of rice fields  is more expensive,

thanks to the people who come

home from Korea. The price

here remains different. The

landowners now, are not

strongly competing with the

prices afforded by Korea’s

returnee. Landowners are now

unable to accumulate more

wealth because of defeated by

the Korean returnees one. "(Ali,

village apparatus, 31 y.o).

The generation of migrant workers has brought

significant changes in Jongso. Not only is the

Jongso landscape which is so dynamic with its

magnificent row of majestic houses, but also

the landscape of agricultural land which partly

begun to change by being replaced by a

modern close-house system chicken farming

complex. This farm complex is built not too far

from the settlement and can be found once

entering this area. The new rurality in Jongso

as a whole is evident from the village

heterogeneity due to economic changes and

landscape changes. In this case migrants as

mentioned by Kaitlin & Mary (2010) are

considered to have the greatest financial

capacity so that when they return home, they

usually show their economic superiority.

4.4. 'Teak Root-Castor Root': The 'Land 

King' Heirs and Social Stratification in 

Jongso 

The hierarchical distinction of society into social 

classes (social stratification) has been 

recognized by the Jongso community from the 

very beginning of this hamlet to the present 

day. Public awareness of the class is 

manifested in the term 'wong sugih' (upper 

class) and 'wong ora duwe' (lower class). 

Historically, the two classes are geographically 

separated in two kampongs namely 'Kampung 

Kulon' (for the upper class) and 'Kampung 

Wetan' (for the lower classes). Kampung Kulon 

is occupied by pioneers with its specific type of 

limasan-roof shaped houses. They are known 

as people who have dozens or even hundreds 

of acres of land 

In addition to being considered to have capital 

and mass, the vast land possessed by these 

landlords was also made through a barter 

system with the lower classes. They from this 

lower class will exchange their fields with one 

or two sacks of grain owned by pioneers to be 

able to eat. The history of such land tenure is 

what caused Jongso to this day where land is 

still ruled by rich people. These landlords will 

only marry offspring of their descendants in 

their own environment (endogamy). This is 

done to keep the land ownership is not 

fragmented. Village opening heirs are highly 

respected people. They are commonly called 

as 'Mbah Kaji' or “The Haj”. They are called as 

such because they have set out to perform the 

pilgrimage. These are the ones where it 

becomes a place to rely for workers to get jobs 

and to eat. 

"There are restrictions. There is 

hesitation personally. If going 

visit them, it depends on the 

relief of the owner of the house, 

sometimes already half an hour 

waiting, homeowners do not 

come out. If the owner of the 

house has not been pleased, 

then still people sit there 
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waiting. In contrary, if they

come to my house, oh that’s a

big surprises, they are big

guests, sometimes it makes me

tremble, what is the problem

why come to home. I think they

are important figures and also

who give me a job. My parents

work there unpaid, can onlyget

food. One egg divided by 4.

Eating egg in that time is like

heaven, luxurious. These

people who live along the path

of the asphalted road, turn to

the right, there highly caste

people, the king of the land.

They called the area “central

village”. It's the village heads’s

homr to the west. In the past

there was a lot of house

building. People call it” central

village’. Where are you going?

Want to the village though

actually still in one village.

"(Rebo, 36 y.o).

These landlords or landowners maintain

hundreds of workers who serve directly in

exchange for food. They have a powerful,

fearful, respected and big influence. The

respectful attitude of the workers to them is

shown with great happiness when given the

remainder of coffee from a glass drunk by the

landlord. They thought the rest of this coffee

was a form of attention from the landlords to

them.

Respect to the pioneers heirs of this village, is

not only because they are considered to have

advantages in terms of economy, but also

because it has advantages in the science of

religion. Workers will come to this Mbah Kaji

house to work if they are in need of food or to

study religious knowledge.

As patrons, these landlords have the authority

to regulate the lives of the workers (tenants)

from choosing matchmates that are considered

fit and circumcise the children of the tenants.

Respect to the landlord is also still continued to 

descendant of the pioneer until now because it 

is still regarded as a descendant of the big 

people analogized as the base of teak that has 

lost it shoot, still have a high price though.  

If Kampung Kulon known as the village of the 

king of the land, Kampung Wetan or Kampung 

Tanggulan is a village inhabited by workers 

from the village pioneers. They are the middle 

to lower class. They used to live in one big 

house together. They then have offspring and 

thrive to become what they are today. Their 

daily activity is to keep hundreds of buffaloes 

belonging to the landlords and to do the various 

jobs requested by the landlords. These workers 

have high loyalty to their patrons. This loyalty is 

shown by 'bekti' (filial) and 'manut' (submissive) 

on the command of the landlord. 

As a class with economic stability, this pioneers 

heirs also has an easier way to occupy a 

strategic position in the village. These rich 

people usually also become village officials. 

Strategic positions such as: lurah, kamituo 

(head of hamlet), and carik(village secretary) 

are important and highly respected positions. 

Even though they are no longer serving, these 

former-officials and their descendants are 

people who are considered wealthy and 

respected. 

The social hierarchy at Jongso was also born 

due to the ownership of agrarian resources 

(land) which ultimately determines the position 

within the existing social hierarchy. Wong sugih 

is in an upper position because it has a large 

land while the workers/tenants are in the lower 

class position because they have no land 

(landless). 

4.5. Social restratification: Perantau 

(migrant) As a New Social Class 

The decline of agricultural dominance in the 

rural economic structure has led to changes in 

social structure. The hierarchy of prosperity in 

the rural has also changed. To improve living 

standards, communities have an increasingly 

diverse sources of income. As mentioned in 

Halamska (2011), restratification takes place 
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Teritorial – Kampung Wetan  

(ex Tanggulan Village) 

Characteristic of upper class 

(Succesful former Korea migrant 

worker) 

 

• Afford to buy ricefiled with a high 

price 

• Own the animal stall (has huge 

investment on chicken farm) 

• Luxurious houses, multifloor, 

moden style. 

• Luxurious car 

• Distributing cash during lebaran to 

all residents. 

 

 

 

 

Teritorial – Kampung Kulon 

Characterictic of upper class (Pioneer's 

descendants) 

 

• Vast  ricefield (hundreds of 

hectares) 

• Many buffaloesK (50 couples) 

• Many tenants (hundreds) 

• limasan roof-shaped houses 

•  Funerals are commemorates in a 

huge feast (tradition of buffalo's 

slaughtering, gift for guests, 

cigarettes, sarong), tomb from 

teak wood from big log of teak 

• At least once act as official of the 

village 

 

 

since rural populations have begun to be 

dettached of agriculture. 

In the context of Jongso, social class changes 

have been felt since the return of former 

Indonesian migrant workers who eventually 

became economically successful people. This 

change began to occur in the 1990s. The 

position of the landlord who had been a top 

class in the rural, was replaced by the new rich 

people who returned from Korea. This former 

generation of migrant workers now appears as 

a respected new class. 

Former Korean migrant workers are known to 

have high buying power. They are able to raise 

the price of land in this region. Currently (2018) 

the price of land has reached 125-135 million 

per square (1/7 hectare). From the history of 

buying and selling that once existed in Jongso, 

a former Korean migrant can buy land up to 6 

squares at a price of Rp. 85 million per square 

or a total of 510 million. These lands were 

bought from Jongso people who sold the land, 

some of them landlords who needed money to 

pay for their children's college. There is a 

tendency in Jongso that those who continue 

their education until college are the children of 

the old rich (landlords). No one  of the children 

of this landlord becomes a TKI. They choose 

formal employment paths in government or 

private offices. Those who leave for Korea are 

usually children from the lower class with 

average education of junior or senior high 

school graduates. The success of former 

Korean migrants becomes them as a class of 

rich people with characteristics different from 

the characteristics of the rich or the upper class 

coming from the landlords as can be seen in 

Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure .3. Characterictic of pioneers’s upper class descendants and class of formerly 

succeed migrant worker from Korea (primary data, 2018) 

 

They become upper class (new rich people) not 

because they have vast ricefields or become 

descendants of first settlers but because it can 

show its success by buying rice field, a chicken 

stall with billions of investments, building a 

magnificent mansion-style houses, buying 

luxury cars and handing out money during Eid.  

Former Korean migrant who is in a low-class 

citizen has a position that is respected even 

more than the landlord because it is considered 
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to have a more egalitarian pattern of

communication, flexible, not dictatorial and

open-minded. Meanwhile, landlords are usually

respected in their internal environment (their

clients). The former migrant worker who

became the new rich class is not involved in the

formal leadership of the village so that it is

considered more objective and able to balance

the decision that has been dominated by the

upper class that has been hereditary occupied

formal position in the village. The presence of a

successful former Korean TKI became a

balancing force among the landlord groups who

among themselves were also splited.

Basically, the upper classes in Jongso can be

divided into two: economically upper class and

socially. Those who are economically upper

class are successful former Korean migrant

workers, pioneers’s descendants and

petinggen. They are recognized as the upper

class because of the more economical asset

ownership than the average community.

Meanwhile, those who belong to the social 

class are kiai / religious leaders/madrasah 

teachers and government officials. Kiai/religious 

leaders/madrasah teachers are recognized as 

upper class because they are considered 

knowledgeful, although generally they come 

from lower middle class. Meanwhile, civil 

servants are socially inclusive of the upper 

classes and  (respected) because they are 

capable of solving the constraints faced in 

society and bridging the community to settle 

matters pertaining to the bureaucracy as Mundi 

(agriculture adviser, 46 y.o) mentioned: "When I 

work in private, my parents in-law were 

undemined me. When I wear this uniform, the 

treatment was different, very different, though 

materially far below than in private". 

The social restratification in Jongso is 

morethicker in the shift in upper-class positions 

due to the structure of income and not by 

structure of education and work, as can be 

seen in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Restratification within rice peasants community in Jongso 

 

Successful peasants and tenant heirs on 

experiencing upward social mobility become 

higher strata of the pioneer’s descendants is 

driven by income structure. Nevertheless they 

remain under the petinggen and the dongkolan 

from community’s respect perspective. The 

income structure of migrant workers is the 

highest among other non-agricultural jobs in 

Jongso. Currently, income that is close to the 

income of Korean migrant workers is only 
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revenue for investors or owners of stalls.

Meanwhile, pioneers descendants or landlords,

are experiencing downward mobility from the

side of the income structure. Some of them are

experiencing difficulties because various need

to keep their upper class identity, which often

costly,for instance the ceremonies of death.

"The rich or respected

descendants must hold a

luxurious ceremony. The biger or

richer the families, the prestige is

greater. This custom is common.

Land for “legacy” is a parent's

asset to stock the cost of death

ceremony. Physically the rich will

be seen from the the stakes that

large, size 25-20. After 7 days of

slaughtering buffalo or goat, then

giving to the participants, there

are  sarongs, there are cash

money to handout. Old Jongso

also still do this, when there is a

descendant who is still in touch

with Wotan or Baturejo, they will

later carry that out too. In the

event of religious pray, the great

men sit on top. Group of rich,

group of poor."(Mundi,

agricultural adviser, 46 y.o).

In addition to the cost of maintaining upper

class identity, the declining mobility trends also

occur due to investments in substantial

education conducted by the upper classes. This

often makes them sell the land they own. In

general, those who send their children to

college level are from the wealthy (landlord)

family. College graduates will be oriented to

become employees both in government and

private environment.

In the context of restratification, what appears

to be called by Halamska (2011) as a

transitional group is quasi-peasants, educated

unemployed and migrants. Transitional groups

are not all found in Jongso. There are only two

transitional groups of pseudo-peasants and

migrants. Quasi-peasants are the vast majority

of those who ultimately go into business and 

put agriculture as a side job with less desirable 

results. These average peasants are those who 

currently work as owners of stall, stall labor, 

and workers in the Kudus cigarette factory. 

Their income is much greater than the work on 

the farm. 'Stall labors' and workers in the 

factory in average are peasant with a land less 

than 0.25 hectares or even landless. They do 

not expect much from farmland because of the 

risk of high crop failure. Educated 

unemployment is not found in Jongso, as the 

number of relatively few college graduates 

tends to be directly absorbed in the private or 

government sectors. Usually they use social 

networks or acquaintances to facilitate their 

children's access to the job. 

5. Conclusion 

The decline of agricultural dominance in the 

rural economic structure has led to changes in 

social structure. The hierarchy of prosperity in 

the rural has also changed. To improve living 

standards, communities have an increasingly 

diverse their sources of income. Substantive 

increase in revenue. Restratification has 

occurred since the rural population has not 

depend on agriculture. Restratification occurs 

because of changes in the structure of work, 

the structure of education and the structure of 

income. The categories of work relating to 

agriculture are diminishing as the category of 

non-agricultural employment is increasingly 

diverse. 

Economic diversification has created a new 

rurality. Type of rural (new rurality) is 

characterized by increasing prosperity, a highly 

developed infrastructure, more practical 

lifestyles, more open interactions, diverse 

economic activities, and agriculture which is no 

longer as the dominant source of income. 

Diversification opens opportunities for vertical 

social mobility for the rural poors, the children 

of farm laborers and tenants who then choose 

to become migrant workers abroad (Korea). 

There has been a restratification characterized 

by the emergence of migrant groups as a new 
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social class that shifts the upper class position

originally occupied by landlords and their

descendants. Migrants become the transitional

group that occupies the upper class position.

They are a new upper class in social

stratification in the rural that manages to show

its prosperity through the accumulation of

capital from remittances they bring back to the

village.
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